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CLICKER ® Universal Garage Door Remote Control Opener Read instructions carefully before starting. Start with a closed garage door. Identify the type of garage door opener -Smart/Learn dip button or switch. The Smart/Learn or DIP Switches button is located on a motor block or external receiver. If necessary, contact the owner's management. Stop Clicker products are
designed to be used only with garage door openers manufactured after 1993 that use photo-eye safety sensors. They are always located on or near the bottom of the doorway. If the garage door has no sensors attached and works, the knife does not comply with current federal safety regulations and must be replaced. Continue with the instructions according to your type of garage
door opener. SMART/LEARN BUTTON 1 See Chart A to determine when to press a button and record blank on step 5. 2 3 Click the program button to LED lights. 4 1 2 3 KG KG Motor Unit Press and release the smart/learn button. 5 Select the button for the program. Click again ensuring LED stops flashes after each click. The code is accepted in one of the following cases: Click
or NOTE: If there is a programming problem to zip 1, the program to button 2. 6 Press program button. 7 Programming is complete. Click the chosen button for testing. If the device doesn't work, go back to step 3. www.clickerproducts.com 1-800-442-1255 Chamberlain, LiftMaster and Moore-O-Matic are trademarks of the Chamberlain Group. Genie is a trademark of the
corporation's overhead doors. Overhead doors are trademark of the corporation's overhead doors. Linear is a trademark of a linear corporation. Master Mechanic is a trademark of TruServ. Sears is a trademark of Sears and Roebuck. Stanley is a trademark of Stanley Works. Wayne Dalton is a trademark of Wayne Dalton Corporation. Do It is a trademark of Do It Best Corporation.
114A3485C MODEL KLIK1U CHART A - Brand/Time Color type for Smart/Learn Click 1 Line ® Mega code 2 Chamberlain ® - Orange/Red ® 3 Chamberlain ® Genie ® Doors ® Intellicode 6 Genie ® Overhead Doors ® Intellicode 7 Stanley ® Secure Code 9 Wayne Dalton ® Rolling Code 11 Chamberlain ® No 9 Position NOTE: LiftMaster, Do-It, Master Mechanic, Raynor, True
Value and Sears Craftsman are compatible with Chamberlain technology. SMART/LEARN BUTTON 1 2 NOTE: Your knife may seem different and you may have to remove the light lens to access the learn button. LED button 1 Program button or BATTERY REMOTE CONTROL BATTERY To prevent possible SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH: NEVER let young children near the
batteries. If the battery is swallowed, tell your doctor immediately. To reduce the risk of fire, explosion or chemical burn: replaced only with 3V2032 Batteries. DO NOT recharge, disassemble, heat above 100 degrees Celsius (212 degrees Fahrenheit) or burn. Recycle the batteries properly. Replace only the 3V2032 coin batteries. NOTE: In accordance with FCC rules and /Or
Industry Canada (IC), adjustments or changes to this receiver receiver the transmitter is prohibited, except for changing the code setting or replacing the battery. THERE ARE NO OTHER CHARRED USER PARTS. Checked for FCC STANDARDS FOR HOME OR OFFICE USE. The operation depends on the following two conditions: (1) this device cannot cause any disturbance,
and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause unwanted operations. To prevent possible SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH from moving gates or garage doors: ALWAYS keep the remote control out of the reach of children. NEVER allow children to work or play with remote control transmitters. Activate the gate or door only when it is
clearly visible, is properly regulated and there are no obstacles to travel to the door. ALWAYS keep the garage gate or door in sight until it closes completely. NEVER let anyone cross the path of moving gates or doors. Time of year brand to push button 11 Chamberlain '97-Current 12 Chamberlain '97-'03'95-'Current 13 Genie ® '93-'96 14 Linear Multicode 15 Chamberlain '95-'05
16 Stanley /96 Multicode 17 Genie ® '05 Current 18 Linear ® '98 Moore-O-Matic '99 19 Chamberlain '90-'92 OR DIP SWITCH ON 3 KG Button 2 DIP Switches Battery Cover © 2008, Clicker Corporation All Rights Reserved CHART B Description of the Year ® No. 9 Position '90-'92 ® - 9 Position Canada '83-'89 12 Position '85 10 Position '76 ® ® 8 Position '83-'' 89 ® 10 Position
'76 9 Position '85 ® 8 Position '76 ® No. 7 Position '83-'89 NOTE: 2 Position DIP Switch: If programming fails reverse DIP switches (OFF ON AND ON OFF). No 3 Position DIP Switch: For Chamberlain's remotes DO NOT use position 0, use I or -. If you already have a 3-button remote button, the DIP #1 should be installed on - if there is a big button to open the door. You may have
to reprogram the original remotes. DIP SWITCH 1 See Chart B to determine when to press a button and record blank on step 5. 2 3 Motor Block Existing Remote Clicker Remote Match DIP Switches. Include additional CONNECTK switches from the OFF program.' 4 Press to LED lights. 5 Select the button for the program. Click again ensuring LED stops flashes after each click.
The code is accepted when the door is activated. 6 Press program button. 7 Programming is complete. Click the chosen button for testing. If the device doesn't work, go back to step 3. On ×Sorry aborted × error to abort the mistake I bought this after upgrading my garage door opener. Pairing this new remote with a knife was very somewhat, though not intuitive at all. You have to
follow the instructions. You can program this to seemingly any garage door without using drop switches or take a remote It works well and has a large range. I like its size and I appreciate that the spring clip is strong. For that money it wasn't much less than what I bought from a repair company, however I think buying an item through a storage site was less of a hassle than going to
a service center and finding the right right How this universal covers my needs and will probably work with any other door if I move into a new home. This remote was the best option for me. I can go buy another one. Helpful? I can't say I wouldn't recommend it to a friend because it doesn't work for me. The same goes for the rating. I can't tell you how it works because it's not for
me. Online information says it will work on the overhead door of the brand if new than 1993, which is mine, however when I opened the package, it said it works for OD Genie. Mine OD Legacy and it will not work. Helpful? Great, comfortable little item and the price was good. The antiques we had literally fell apart and didn't work 1/2 of the time. Helpful? It was delivered in a timely
manner by Wal-Mart and I took it without problems. It was easy to program and works the way it should open and closes the garage door with one click. I am a 66-year-old woman and got the remote job within minutes. Helpful? Easy to set up and works great. After 10 minutes I had the garage doors programmed, both models over 20 years old. Most of this time was spent on
moving up the stairs. It's easy to follow the instructions. A good small size for carrying. Thinking about buying another to replace all the remotes. That's a great buy. Helpful? I live in a gated community and lost my knife gate. I took the chance and bought this knife instead of calling the gate company I ordered it. The instructions were somewhat misleading and said I had to read the
signal from the opening door myself in order to read correctly and save the code. I just read the code with a friend's knife and it worked! That's a great buy. Helpful? This remote was easy to install. There are no parts to add just to read the directions and follow them. It took about ten minutes with a few simple clicks. My son lost the original garage opener and I found this one on the
line and it works great. Helpful? I was a little concerned that this might not work with my old (1997 vintage) garage door opener; however, it had simply easy to understand the instructions and syncd automatically (no need to use drop switch settings) with my Liftmaster knife. It took me 5 minutes to open and read the instructions, 5 minutes to set up and break down the stairs, and 2
minutes to actually program the remote control. It was a little more than I wanted to pay, but I'm happy with the purchase. I've only had it for a few weeks, so I can't talk with durability. Helpful? Can't talk about durability yet as we've only had it in a week, but this versatile garage door opener works just fine for us. It's connected to our Chamberlin knife excellent, but it took some time
to tie up with our artisan knife for some reason. But it works now and we have no complaints in the first week! Helpful? It was easy to find it online, order it, and pick it up the next day! Hubby says the instructions were terrible, but he managed to make it work for us. The range is in order, just in front of the driveway, not further from home, so we should for the door to open by the
time we pull up, but at least we don't have to get out of the car! Less than 24 hours from ordering it was installed and working well. Recommend! Helpful? Recommend! Helpful? www.clickerproducts.com instructions. www.clickerproducts.com instructions klik2. www.clickerproducts.com instructions klik1u. www.clickerproducts.com instructions clt1d. www.clickerproducts.com
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